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**Guidelines for term paper**

- The term paper shall include a title, introduction (a well-defined problem area for critical discussion), a section that explores the key debates, conclusion and a literature list.
- The length should be min. 10 to max. 15 pages, Times New Roman 12 pt, space 1.5 (literature list not included).
- The main point of this exam is to show familiarity and understanding of the literature on the reading list, and the ability to engage in the debates presented.
- Remember to *engage* with the literature, not only refer briefly to it.
- It is essential to connect the different literatures—conceptual/theoretical as well as thematic—in ways in which strengthen the line of argument.
- The introduction should explain how you have interpreted the question and the structure of the essay, and you may also mention aspects that are out of the scope of the essay.
- It is beneficial to draw on examples to contextualize the debates. This might be done by including statistics, reports and previous research.
- Referencing: use any form of citation of reference. Harvard or Chicago style, for example, or pick a journal and follow its standard style of referencing throughout. The key issue is being consistent in the way you cite references both in text as well as bibliography. Use correct way of citing, including when it comes to reports, so the readers knows when it is the author’s voice and when it is others’ voices.
- End the essay with concluding comments, rounding up your discussion.